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Testing QCD with hypothetical tau leptons
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~Received 21 October 1998; published 17 June 1999!

We construct new phenomenological tests of perturbative QCD by considering a hypotheticalt lepton of
arbitrary mass which decays hadronically through the electromagnetic current. Its hadronic branching ratio can
be computed directly as an integral over thee1e2 annihilation cross section ratio,Re1e2. More generally, we
can design a set of commensurate scale relations which test the applicability and self-consistency of leading
twist QCD predictions by varying the weight function away from the form associated with theV2A decay of
the physicalt. This method allows the wide range ofRe1e2 data~or other similar observables which define an
effective charge! to be used as renormalization scheme and scale invariant probes of QCD.
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Thet lepton hadronic width is potentially one of the mo
important sources for the high precision determination of
QCD couplingaMS̄ @1,2#. The perturbative QCD~PQCD!
analysis of thet width has been refined by constructing m
ments of hadronic decay distributions which minimize se
sitivity to the low energy part of the hadronic spectrum@3#.
However, it is still uncertain whether thet mass is high
enough to trust PQCD, mainly due to the distortion of ha
ronic final states@4#.

In this paper we construct new renormalization scale-
scheme-independent tests of PQCD which can be applie
any observable which defines an effective charge. These
consistency tests are motivated by the relation between
hadronic width of a hypotheticalt lepton of arbitrary mass
which decays hadronically through the vector current to
specific integral over the measured annihilation ratioRe1e2

5s(e1e2→hadrons)/s(e1e2→m1m2). Such hypotheti-
cal t leptons, with massesM,M t , have already been con
sidered in Ref.@3#. The hypothetical character of these le
tons allows us to generalize these tests to a more gen
class of physical observables and to generalized functio
moments. As we shall show, these relations are fundame
properties of QCD which severely test the applicability a
reliability of leading-twist perturbative predictions.

Quantum field-theoretic predictions which relate physi
observables cannot depend on theoretical conventions
as the renormalization scheme or scale. The most w
known example is the ‘‘generalized Crewther relation’’@5#
in which the leading twist PQCD corrections to the Bjork
sum rule at a given lepton momentum transferQ2 are inverse
to the QCD corrections toRe1e2 at a corresponding c.m
energy squared,s* 5s* (Q2), independent of the choice o
renormalization scheme. The ratio of the scaless* /Q2 has
been computed to next leading order~NLO! in PQCD. Such
leading-twist predictions between observables are ca
‘‘commensurate scale relations’’ and are identical for conf
mal and nonconformal theories@6#.

Another important example of commensurate scale r
tions is the connection between the all-orders leading-tw
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PQCD corrections to thet lepton’s width ratio,Rt5G(t2

→nt1hadrons)/G(t2→nte
2n̄e), and those forRe1e2. As-

suming for nowf massless flavors, PQCD yields

Re1e2~As!5S 3(
f

qf
2D F11

aR~As!

p G , ~1!

whereaR can be written as a series inas /p in any given
renormalization scheme. Note thataR is an effective charge
@7# because it satisfies the Gell-Mann-Low renormalizat
group equation with the same coefficientsb0 andb1 as the
usual couplingas . Similarly, we can define an effectiv
chargeat as follows:

Rt~M t!5Rt
0~M t!@11 at~M t!/p#. ~2!

Leading-twist QCD predictsat(M t)5aR(As* ) to all orders
in perturbation theory. The ratio of the commensurate sca
is known in NLO PQCD:

As* /M t 5exp$2 19
24 2 169

128@aR~M t!/p# 1•••%. ~3!

This result was originally obtained in@6# by using NNLO
predictions foraR andat obtained in the modified minima
subtraction (MS) scheme and eliminatingaMS̄ . However, as
we shall show here, the QCD prediction forAs* /M t also
follows from the fact that both effective charges evolve w
universalb0 and b1 coefficients. The fact thatRt can be
written as

Rt~M t!5
2

S (
f

qf
2D E0

M t
2 ds

M t
2 S 12

s

M t
2D 2S 11

2s

M t
2D

3Re1e2~As! ~4!

implies, by the mean value theorem, thataR and at are
related by a scale shift.@We have useduVudu21uVusu251, as
in @8#. Notice that in order to include NNLO corrections i
at , we must modify theO(as

3) coefficient ofaR by setting
(( fqf)

250.# However, the prediction for the ratioAs* /M t
in Eq. ~3! is a specific property of PQCD.

An empirical test of the commensurate relation, Eq.~3!, is
problematic since the realt lepton mass seems uncomfor
ably low for the applicability of leading-twist QCD predic
tions. However, we can construct more general tests
PQCD by considering a hypotheticalt lepton of arbitrary
©1999 The American Physical Society01-1
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massM which decays hadronically through the vector cu
rent. Its hadronic width ratio is given by a specific integ
over the measuredRe1e2. More generally, we can design
set of commensurate scale relations and PQCD tests by v
ing the weight function away from the form associated w
theV2A decay. In fact, this method can be applied to fun
tional moments of any observable which defines an effec
charge as a function of a Mandelstam variable.

In this paper we shall apply the new commensurate s
relations to generalized moments integrated over a la
range of availableRe1e2 data. In order to test the leading
twist PQCD predictions, it will be important to take int
account the specific scale-breaking effects attributable to
ss̄,cc̄,bb̄ quark thresholds. Also, following@9#, we shall
smear the annihilation data in order to regulate resonan
and other distortions due to final state interactions.
smearingRe1e2 over a range of energy,DE, we focus the
physics to the timeDt51/DE where an analysis in terms o
PQCD quark and gluon subprocesses is appropriate. T
this method can also be interpreted as a test of dua
Scheme-independent relations betweenRe1e2 and t decay
have also been recently discussed in@2#.

Given an observableO(s), and its associated effectiv
chargeaO , we can define new effective charges as follow

a f~M ![ E
0

M2 ds

M2
f S s

M2D aO~As!Y E
0

M2 ds

M2
f S s

M2D . ~5!

We can choosef (x) to be any smooth, integrable function o
x5s/M2. @For the particular choice,f t(x)5(12x)2(1
12x) and O5Re1e2,aO

f t5aR
f t is simply at .# The mean

value theorem then impliesa f(M )5aO(Asf* ), 0<sf*
<M2. Note that this relation only involves data for the o
servable O(s) and thus provides an interesting se
consistency test for the applicability of leading twist QC
Dimensional analysis ensures thatAsf* 5l fM , wherel f pos-
sibly depends onaO . To obtain an estimate forl f we con-
sider the running ofaO up to third order:

aO~As!

p
5

aO~M !

p
2

b0

4
lnS s

M2D S aO~M !

p D 2

1
1

16Fb0
2ln2S s

M2D 2b1lnS s

M2D G S aO~M !

p D 3

. . . . ~6!

We substitute foraO in Eq. ~5! to find

a f~M !

p
5

aO~M !

p
2

b0

4 S I 1

I 0
D S a0~M !

p D 2

1
1

16Fb0
2S I 2

I 0
D2b1S I 1

I 0
D G S aO~M !

p D 3

. . . , ~7!

where I l5*0
1f (x)(lnx)ldx. By settings5s* in Eq. ~6! and

comparing with Eq.~7!, we extract

l f5expH I 1

2I 0
1

b0

8 F S I 1

I 0
D 2

2
I 2

I 0
G aO~M !

p J . ~8!

Note that if f (x) is positive on the interval@0,1#, thenI 1 /I 0
is negative as expected. Usingf t(x), Eq. ~8! is nothing but
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Eq. ~3!. Also, sincel f is a constant to leading order,a f
should satisfy the same renormalization group~RG! equation
asaO with the same coefficientsb0 andb1. In other words,
a f is an effective charge.

As an example we will apply this self-consistency test
the O5Re1e2 data, using different weight functionsf (x)
and varyingM to see whether we obtain the PQCD behavi
In general, the weight functionf (x) should be chosen to
suppress the low energy region, where non-perturbative
fects are important. Thus in the following, we shall s
f (x)5xk, wherek is some positive number. In such a cas
we have

ak~M !5aR~lkM ! with lk5eI 1k/2I 0k, ~9!

where I 1k5*0
1xklnxdx and I 0k5*0

1xkdx. Note that as k in-
creases,I 1k/2I 0k→0, and thereforeAs*→M . For very large
k, we lose sensitivity to the details of PQCD. It is particular
interesting to use such a test to probe the energy region c
to thet massM t .

The main difficulty in comparing withRe1e2 data is that
we can no longer consider massless flavors and that we
serve hadrons instead of quarks. Following@9# the effect of
quark masses can be approximately taken into account if
use

Re1e2~As!53(
1

f

qi
2

v i~32v i
2!

2 F11g~v i !
aR~As!

p G
[R0~As!1RSch~As!

aR~As!

p
~10!

g~v !5
4p

3 F p

2v
2

31v
4 S p

2
2

3

4p D G ~11!

wherev i5A124mi
2/s is the velocity of the initial quarks in

their c.m. frame. Thev i(32v i
2)/2 factor is the parton mode

mass dependence andg(v) is a QCD modification@10# of
the Schwinger correction@11#. The quark masses have bee
taken as effective parameters in order to provide a good fi
the smeared data. In principle, all these corrections spoil
relation in Eq.~9!. However these factors are only releva
close to the corresponding quark thresholds. At higher en
gies the correction factors tend to unity and the precise
ues of the quark masses become irrelevant. Our main an
sis will be restricted to this regime, although it could b
possible to extend it by relating the quark masses directly
those of the resonances@12#. Nevertheless, we still canno
compare directly with the data since there is no direct co
spondence between quark and hadronic thresholds. To ob
a meaningful comparison we have to smear both the PQ
results and the data. Following@9# we define smeared quan
tities as follows:

R̄~As!5
D

pE0

` R~As8!

~s2s8!22D2
ds8. ~12!

Note that in theD→0 limit, we recover the original quantity
In what follows we use the standard valueD53 GeV2

@9,13#. The smearing effect can be seen by comparing Fig
which shows an interpolation of theRe1e2 data @14#, with
Fig. 2. For completeness, we also include in Fig. 2
smeared results from NLO PQCD and from the naive par
model (aR50).
1-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 037501
In order to integrate overRe1e2, we need to interpolate
but not fit, the data. Notice thatany fit using the QCD func
tional dependence will always satisfy the commensu
scale relations, even if its quality is poor. To avoid this bias
we have interpolated the central values of the data by me
of ‘‘ r -term simple moving averages’’ up to 30 GeV~to avoid
electroweak contributions!. That is, if we have a series o
raw dataz1 , . . .zn , we obtain the new set of smoothed da
( j 50

r 21wjzt2 j for t5r , . . .n, with ( j 50
r 21wj51. We have used

r ranging from 2 to 6 for different energy regions, and o
moving averages are ‘‘simple’’ because all the weightswj
are equal. Finally, the resulting smoothed data have b
interpolated using cubic-splines. In addition, the narr
resonances that do not appear in Fig. 1 are parametr
using the Breit-Wigner formula.

We have thus eliminated the QCD biases up to 30 G
Above that energy we have matched a logarithmic funct
whose functional dependence is inspired by QCD, but
contribution in the smearing integrals is negligible for sm
As.

Unfortunately we cannot extract directly the effecti
charges from their corresponding smeared ratios since

FIG. 1. Interpolation of the central values ofRe1e2 data @14#.
Narrow resonances are taken into account using their Breit-Wig
form. Note that there is a discrepancy in the central values of
periments between 5 and 10 GeV, that above 20 GeV we have
or three clearly different central values at the sameAs, and that the
point at 13 GeV is much higher than other nearby data.

FIG. 2. Effect of smearing onRe1e2.
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are multiplied by other functions inside the smearing in
gral. However, using Eqs.~10! and ~12!, we define smeared
charges:

āR~As!5@R̄e1e2~As!2R̄0~As!#/R̄Sch~As! , ~13!

and similarly forāk . In the masslessD→0 limit we recover
the standard effective charges. We expect the sme
charges to satisfy Eq.~8! in energy regions where the thres
old corrections can be neglected.

In Fig. 3 we compareāR at As* with āk moments atM
5As* /lk . The agreement fora0 is poor since the low en-
ergy region is not sufficiently suppressed. However we fin
reasonable agreement fora1 in several regions; we also
show how this agreement disappears if we do not shift
argument ofa1 from As* to M5As* /l1. Above 30 GeV
the commensurate scale relations are satisfied almost id
cally, which is not surprising since above that energy
have fitted with a QCD-inspired behavior. From 15 GeV
to 30 GeV different experiments have measured rather
ferent central values at very similar, or even the same, e
gies. The smooth interpolation of these points produces a
ficial oscillations around the mean values of the data. Si
these oscillations are centered on theak curves, the agree

FIG. 3. Comparison betweenāR(As* ) and differentāk mo-
ments atM5As* /lk . The dotted line shows how the agreement
spoiled if we do not shiftAs* to M.

FIG. 4. Comparison betweenāR(As* ) and differentāk mo-
ments atM5As* /lk in the low energy region.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 037501
ment is reasonable, given the quality of the data. In the
gion between 5 and 10 GeV, there seems to be some co
versy about the compatibility between different experime
~see Fig. 1 and Ref.@15#!. It has become standard not to u
the older cross section data points~which are high! as we
have done in Fig. 1. Although the most recent data are c
patible within their experimental errors with QCD expec
tions, their central values are systematically lower, which
why Eq. ~9! does not seem to hold. Given more accur
data, the tests we are proposing, together with a thoro
error analysis, will shed light on this situation.

The low energy region is shown in more detail in Fig.
Taking into account that we are only using LO QCD a
central data values, the agreement between the shade
gions looks quite satisfactory. This is encouraging for
realt lepton, which sits in a region where PQCD results m
be applicable since it is primarily sensitive to the lightu,d,s
flavors. Nevertheless, by looking at energiesAs;1.5 GeV,
our results seem to support the claims that theRe1e2 data
could be 6–7% lower than expected fromRt data@2#.

Motivated by the commensurate scale relations conn
ing the moments of the lepton hadronic decay spectrum
Re1e2, we have derived basic scheme-independent test
leading-twist PQCD which depend only on the univer
terms of theb function. By employing generalized weigh
functions, we have obtained relations of an observable
itself at a different scale. We have emphasized that th
relations are self-consistency tests which in principle can
applied to any observable which defines an effective cha
It is not necessary to have a relation to another observab
s

B
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in the case ofRt andRe1e2. We have seen, however, that
direct application to timelike observables such asRe1e2 is
complicated by the distortions of narrow and broad re
nances, the physical effects of the quark pair thresholds,
the imprecision of much of the data. Smearing the data o
an energy range helps, but does not totally remove, the
fects due to final-state interactions. Quark threshold dis
tions are partially alleviated by using the Schwinger corr
tions at small velocity, but the domain of non-relativist
velocity introduces its own complications, including sensit
ity of the QCD running coupling to the softasmq scale@16#.
Nevertheless, these self-consistency tests still yield relev
information, such as support for the claims that the meas
ments of the annihilation cross section may be inaccurat
certain energy regions. On the positive side, our analy
indicates that the mass range of the physicalt lepton is po-
tentially clear of large quark mass corrections since it is w

below thecc̄ threshold. Higher precision measurements
Re1e2 throughout the energy domain below theZ0 boson are
very much needed in order to definitively test the new co
mensurate relations derived here. Further applications
other observables are in progress.
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